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Checklist for Indoor Works
All works courtesy the artist

West Gallery, North Wall
Works are listed left to right, top to bottom

Right Hand Palm Knife Edge DOD-050577, 2008
Oil on linen

Right Palm and Knife Edge 000418, 2007
Oil on linen

PALM Right DOD-051818, 2007
Oil on linen

Knife Edge 000208, 2007
Oil on linen

Person Fingerprinted 000056, 2007
Oil on linen

Right Hand DOD-050376, 2007
Oil on linen

Right Hand DOD-050397, 2007
Oil on linen

Right Hand DOD-050380, 2007
Oil on linen

LEFT HAND DOD-050576, 2007
Oil on linen

PALM, FINGERS & FINGERTIPS (LEFT HAND) 000395, 2007
Oil on linen

PALM Left DOD-051819, 2007
Oil on linen

Knife Edge 000206, 2007
Oil on linen
Person Fingerprinted 000037, 2007
Oil on linen

Left Hand DOD-050378, 2007
Oil on linen

Left Hand DOD-050399, 2007
Oil on linen

Left Hand DOD-050382, 2007
Oil on linen

West Gallery, East Wall
Works are listed left to right

Big Hands yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Large Left Hand, 2007
Oil on linen

Large Right Hand, 2007
Oil on linen

West Gallery, South Wall
Works are listed left to right

Container Big yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen, 3 elements

Ribs, 2010
11 double-sided, curved LED signs: red & blue
diodes front; blue & white diodes back, stainless steel housing

Barricade, 2004
LED sign: blue diodes, stainless steel housing
West Gallery, West Wall
Works are listed left to right

*Left Hand 0147-03 blue white, 2007*
Oil on linen

*Right Hand Down blue white, 2007*
Oil on linen

East Gallery, West Wall
Works are listed left to right

*Wish List pewter, 2008*
Oil on linen, element 1 of 2

*JAW BROKEN GREEN WHITE, 2006*
Oil on linen, elements 3-5 of 5

*Camp Vigilant yellow white, 2006*
Oil on linen

*FINAL REPORT OF POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION DOD 003146-DOD 003147 GREEN WHITE, 2006*
Oil on linen, 2 elements

East Gallery, North Wall
Works are listed left to right

*Wish List/Gloves Off pewter, 2007*
Oil on linen, 4 elements
East Gallery, East Wall
Works are listed left to right

Faint Hand, 2007
Oil on linen

Protect Protect ochre, 2007
Oil on linen

By the Name of God yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen

East Gallery, South Wall
Works are listed left to right

Down on His Hands portland gray light, 2006
Oil on linen, 5 elements

Left Hand (Palm Rolled) yellow white, 2007
Oil on linen

East Gallery, Floor
Works are listed left to right

Lustmord Table, 1994
Human bones, engraved silver bands, wooden table

Lustmord Table, 1994
Human bones, engraved silver bands, wooden table

East Hall
Works are listed left to right

Phase IV Post-Hostilities pewter, 2007
Oil on linen
South Hall, End Wall
Works are listed left to right

DODDOACID 008769 YELLOW WHITE, 2007
Oil on linen

South Hall, Floor

Memorial Bench I: Always polite to officers..., 1996
Indiana Buff limestone bench
Text: Erlauf, 1995

Memorial Bench II: Eye cut by flying glass..., 1996
Indiana Buff limestone bench
Text: Erlauf, 1995

South Hall, West Wall
Works are listed left to right

Top Row

GTMO Gazette yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Conscient de d'obligation ochre blue, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Thunderclaps pink white, 2007
Oil on linen

At the Midtown Massacre pink white, 2006
Oil on linen, 3 elements

Guantanamo, 2007
Oil on linen, elements 1-3 of 12

AUTOPSY REPORT (Addendum) DOD 003164-DOD 003165 GREEN WHITE, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements
FINAL AUTOPSY REPORT DOD 003212-DOD 003219 pink white, 2006  
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Whole Story yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen, 3 elements

Guantanamo, 2007  
Oil on linen, element 6 of 12

My Government pink white, 2007  
Oil on linen

INTERROGATOR NOTES HE’S BAD YELLOW WHITE, 2009  
Oil on linen, 3 elements

I Was in Baghdad ochre fade, 2007  
Oil on linen, elements 1-8 of 12

Middle Row

FINAL AUTOPSY REPORT DOD 003235-DOD 003241 RADIANT BLUE, 2006  
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Herder yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen, 11 elements

Guantanamo, 2007  
Oil on linen, elements 10-11 of 12

SAC Wiley yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen

Bob Marley green, 2006  
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Camp Rules pink white, 2007  
Oil on linen, 4 elements

Guantanamo, 2007  
Oil on linen, element 4 of 12

FINAL AUTOPSY REPORT DOD 003171-DOD 003172 GREEN WHITE, 2006  
Oil on linen, 2 elements
Guantanamo, 2007
Oil on linen, element 5 of 12

Complained About Treatment yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen

The Secretary yellow white, 2007
Oil on linen, 2 elements

We're at War yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Bottom Row

OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY YELLOW WHITE, 2006
Oil on linen, 3 elements

INTRODUCTION, 2008
Oil on linen

AUTOPSY EXAMINATION REPORT DOD 003183-DOD 003191
GREEN WHITE, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

He did not see any Americans manganese blue, 2005
Oil on linen, 4 elements

Wish List yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen, 16 elements

THE WHITE HOUSE 2002 PINK WHITE, 2009
Oil on linen, 2 elements

MEMORANDUM FOR CONDOLEEZZA RICE MANGANESE BLUE HUE, 2006
Oil on linen, 3 elements

Homicide, 2007
Oil on linen, elements 7-8 of 12
South Hall, East Wall
Works are listed left to right

**Top Row**

*I Was in Baghdad* ochre fade, 2007
Oil on linen, elements 9-12 of 12

*Phoenix yellow white*, 2006
Oil on linen, 7 elements

*Detainees Positive Responses*, 2008
Oil on linen

*SPECIAL FORCES GREEN WHITE*, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

*You Won’t Believe It! yellow white*, 2006
Oil on linen

*After We Got off the Phone* yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen

*Homicide*, 2007
Oil on linen, elements 9-10 of 12

**Middle Row**

*Homicide*, 2007
Oil on linen, elements 11-12 of 12

*Request for Approval* green white, 2009
Oil on linen

*Samarra Bridge Incident* yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

*Small Formica 3269* yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen

*AUTOPSY EXAMINATION REPORT DOD 13321-DOD 13328 GREEN WHITE*, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements
General Information, 2008
Oil on linen

001991 YELLOW WHITE, 2007
Oil on linen

001994 YELLOW WHITE, 2007
Oil on linen

001995 YELLOW WHITE, 2007
Oil on linen

002000 YELLOW WHITE, 2007
Oil on linen

001997 LIGHT PURPLE BLACK, 2007
Oil on linen

001998 LIGHT PURPLE BLACK, 2007
Oil on linen

001996 LIGHT PURPLE BLACK, 2007
Oil on linen

As a Parent radiant blue, 2006
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Bottom Row

Could You Please yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen

Several Days Ago yellow white, 2006
Oil on linen

Guantanamo, 2007
Oil on linen, element 9 of 12

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE COBALT GREEN WHITE, 2006
Oil on linen

I Heard Many Rumors pink white, 2007
Oil on linen

Homicide, 2007
Oil on linen, elements 1-2 of 12
Small Formica 2855 yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen

Small Formica 2853 yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen

Small Formica 2851 yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen

Small Formica 2856 yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen

JAW BROKEN GREEN WHITE, 2006  
Oil on linen, elements 1-2 of 5

AUTOPSY EXAMINATION REPORT DOD 003220-DOD 003227  
GREEN WHITE, 2006  
Oil on linen, 2 elements

Guantanamo, 2007  
Oil on linen, element 12 of 12

Several Children yellow white, 2007  
Oil on linen

Hello All yellow white, 2006  
Oil on linen

Light Well

Truisms: A lot of professionals are crackpots..., 2001  
Danby Imperial marble bench  
Text: Truisms, 1977-79

Truisms: A single event..., 1997  
Danby Imperial marble bench  
Text: Truisms, 1977-79